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EMPOWERING FEMALE-LED
BUSINESSES IN SCIENCES



Botswana Digital & Innovation Hub hosted 8 female-led innovators in the

space of indigenous health, food, body & skincare products at the 4th

instalment of the FemBioBiz Acceleration Programme in partnership with

SANBio (Southern Africa Network for Biosciences). The competition was

a series of 3-minute, elevator pitches.



FemBioBiz is a Programme that guides and mentors entrepreneurial

women running their businesses in various bioscience disciplines such

as agri-food, health, bio-waste and natural cosmetics. It is a 4-month

programme that culminates with the entrepreneurs pitching their ideas

and stand a chance to represent Botswana at the regional competition.



The winners of the competition get access to further business

mentorship, access to markets and access to funding to help them build

sustainable businesses.

Eight companies participated in the FemBioBiz pitches, demonstrating

the growth and diversity in the emerging, local, natural products

landscape but only three took home 3 prizes as follows:



3rd Place Prize of P5,000 Naturomedic

A natural health and wellness company that focuses on prevention and

reversal of chronic diseases by providing a range of herbal and organic

teas and supplements.



2nd Place Prize of P15,000 Skin Glow



A skincare brand that offers sun protection and treats skin exposure to

the sun, such as dark marks and sun burn.



1st Place Prize of P25,000 Phatsima Organic Moringa Oleifera

A health and beauty producer that uses the nutritional and health

benefits of the Moringa Tree to produce soap, moisturizers and edible

products to help combat mineral deficiencies and skin problems and

boost the immune system.





“Africa is in a unique position with the wealth of indigenous resources

and emerging group of curious innovators that are creating biotech-

oriented products. Women are also standing up more, demanding to be

included in this environment not just as consumers but creators.



FemBioBiz Programme is a useful platform to support this interest.” Said

Obakeng Segwagwe, BDIH Programmes Manager.



BOOSTING STARTUPS IN
BOTSWANA



Botswana Digital & Innovation Hub (BDIH) announced the start-up

winners of the BOOST UP Programme Competition. BOOST UP is a

programme aimed at supporting early stage start-ups that use

technology to solve societal challenges in Botswana, Namibia, South

Africa, Tanzania and Zambia. This year’s pitch session brought nine

technology-based start-up finalists. The top 5 solutions are as follows:



NANOBIG SOLUTIONS

Collects biomass waste including cow dung and maize stalks,

process it via nanotechnology to produce filtration membranes



that improve the quality of underground and fresh water. The

membranes enhance the current Reverse Osmosis system thus

removing the need for chemical desalination processes.







SLASH DEALS

SLASH is a one stop platform is an easy to use, cost effective

platform where shoppers compare prices, browse flyers, and find



offers from various stores across the nation. Our aim is also to

provide a platform for retailers to transform their business by

reaching out to consumers through an interactive app and

website that has been tailored to suit customer preferences.



UNIPOST

A logistics marketplace that uses technology to make it easier for

individuals and businesses across multiple industries to



outsource logistics services that best suit their needs. This

enables them to distribute goods across Africa more efficiently

and cost effectively.



BOOST UP is a three-part start-up support programme organised by the

Southern African Innovation Collective (SAIC), in Botswana, Namibia,

South Africa, Tanzania, and Zambia. BOOST UP targets startups that use

technology to solve a societal challenge and are looking for skills that

could help them pitch their businesses and become investment-ready.



The BOOST UP series comprises the Set Up training events, Stand Up

pitching competitions, Scale Up incubation programme, bootcamp and

final pitch session.



BDIH BRIDGES INVESTORS &
STARTS UPS FOR DEAL DAY



Botswana Digital & Innovation Hub (BDIH) and Angel Network Botswana

(ANB) held Deal Day (pitch day) to give entrepreneurs and innovators

access to a global pool of potential investors. Deal day is a platform for

BDIH innovators to pitch their businesses to potential investors. This is

part of their incubation process as they aim to commercialise and build

sustainable businesses.

Nubian Seed: a green beauty formulator and supplier of natural &

organic skin/hair care products, made using raw plant-based

ingredients.

Keakopa Explore: An advertising company that provides online

business listing through a web portal linking businesses to

markets.



Since inception, Angel Network Botswana members have funded 2 start-

ups who are BDIH alumni; Vantage Properties and Organic Naturals

Skincare. The Network continues to mentor BDIH clientele in an effort to

see high potential & grow locally-bred companies into global disruptors

& competitors.



INSIGHTING START-UPS WITH
SATELLITE IMAGING



BDIH hosted founder of Planet Labs Mr. William Marshall for a start-up

engagement session. The session gave start-ups a comprehensive

understanding about a project on satellite imagery that would allow for

wall-to-wall detailed satellite monitoring of the country’s territory.



Planet Labs a is a data and satellite company whose main mission is to

use satellites to help with the sustainable development of the earth. The

company builds and operates fleets of compact, highly capable Earth-

imaging satellites – collecting data about the changing planet to enable

commercial, government and humanitarian applications.



1. Park protection monitoring, elephant poaching, river pollution in neighbouring states

2. Deforestation and Reforestation monitoring, observing smaller-scale changes including selective

logging near individual tree levels.

3. Agriculture practices monitoring, including sustainable, regenerative, carbon and precision farming.

4. Wildfires emergency management and floods risk assessments, disaster response and recovery

monitoring.



Founded by space scientists and Earth enthusiasts, Planet has built and

operates over 200 satellites (the largest Earth Observation satellite

constellation), which images the entire Earth’s landmass every day.



BDIH SCOUTS FOR
INDIGENOUS
KNOWLEDGE

PROJECTS
THROUGHOUT

BOTSWANA
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MOU SIGNING BETWEEN BDIH &
BUSINESS BOTSWANA



In effort to promote collaboration of research, innovation, and

digitalisation by connecting private sector with innovators to solve

business challenges, Botswana Digital and Innovation Hub (BDIH) signed

a memorandum of understanding with Business Botswana.

Through the Memorandum of Understanding, the two entities commit to

cooperate and collaborate in research and development toward

supporting the technological needs of Botswana in, among others;

1. A Private Sector digitalisation drive

2. Collaboration of BB & BDIH membership in research and innovation to

promote digitalisation

3. BB representation in BDIH Sector Committees and increased access

of the private sector to BDIH initiatives



4. Capacity-building initiatives and mainstreaming of private sector

business development issues



To commemorate the occasion, Botswana Digital & Innovation Hub Ag.

CEO, Mr Tshepo Tsheko said, "This MoU is long overdue and both parties

are committed to implementing the activities of the partnership. BDIH is

committed to working on challenge-driven projects to enhance

collaboration and success to innovative ideas. Through digitalization of

Botswana-bred businesses, we aim to improve our national cyber

security agenda so that this is led by Botswana experts who have the

capability to protect businesses in Botswana.”



Delivering his speech at the signing ceremony, the CEO of

Business Botswana Mr. Norman Moleele said, “Through this MOU

we hope to make the private sector the engine of economic

growth in this country and working with BDIH brings us a step



closer to ensuring this. We will work with BDIH to provide a

database of our members to work with BDIH in order to promote

collaboration and promote digitilisation.”

As Botswana moves towards a knowledge-based economy backed by a

robust private sector, this partnership illustrates BDIH’s vision at work; to

foster a technology and innovation-led ecosystem.
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